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The range at Kelbly's before the match started. Breedlove photo. 

BY DICK WRIGHT 

He walked down the fairway and 
up to the eighteenth green. This was 
Friday afternoon at the Memorial, 
his own tournament, and he would 
not play on the weekend, having 
failed to make the cut. 

Like all old men, he moved slowly 
as he approached what would be his 
final hole of American competitive 
golf. He had already announced 
that this would be his last U.S. 
pro tournament. In a few weeks he 
would close out his pro career at St. 
Andrews, the 2005 site of the British 
Open and, with Augusta, one of his 
two most revered courses. 

A careful observer would see pain 
in each of his steps and a certain stiff
ness in the back as he came up to the 
green. His game was no longer as I 
remembered it in the early 60's when 
he was a chubby kid just out of Ohio 
State. His drives were no longer 
cannon shots and each swing, previ
ously a thing of beauty and power, 
now looked a little awkward as he 
favored sore body parts. In spite of all 
this he had hit an approach shot that 
had left him a makeable ten-footer 
and had given him the opportunity to 
end it with a birdie. 

As he neared the green the unusu
ally large crowd rose to their feet 
and started to applaud. They stayed 
there and the ovation went on and 
on, an outpouring of admiration and 
respect for a true sports legend. This 
man had won more major tourna
ments than anyone and had done it 

with a degree of class and grace 
seldom seen in sports. 

Jack missed the ten-footer and 
tapped in for par. Then, with the 
crowd still on its feet, still applauding, 
he calmly walked off the course and 
out of American competitive golf. 

In a subsequent interview he said 
that it was time... His body was 
breaking down after more than fifty 
years of competition. He said that he 
could no longer be competitive and 
didn't feel that he should continue to 
take up space in professional tourna
ments ... there were younger, healthier 
men who were more deserving. 

There will never be another .... 

This was my fifteenth Super Shoot. 
My first was in 1990 and I have missed 
only one since. Over the years the 
whole thing has become a ritual. We 
arrive early and organize our equip
ment and practice. We spend time with 
friends that we see just this one week a 
year. We make sure that, at least once, 
we get to each of the local restaurants 
that have become our favorites. 

There are long bull sessions both at 
the range and at restaurants over long 
dinners and the topic is almost always 
benchrest shooting. Those of us who 
attend the Super Shoot are the true
believers, those really committed to the 
sport, and we revel in being surrounded 
by and talking to kindred spirits. In the 
scheme of things there are but a few 
benchrest shooters in the world and one 
is lucky to have one or two who live 
nearby and with whom one can talk. 

Competition at the 2005 Super 
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Shoot started on Wednesday, May 25th 
and lasted thru Saturday, May 28th. We 
arrived at the range four days early, on 
Saturday, May 21st a little after noon, 
and quickly found our reloading and 
gun cleaning space inside Kelbly 's big 
bam. We set equipment on our tables 
and parked our vehicles. Then, too 
wired from the six hour drive to go to 
work, we spent the rest of the day 
wandering around meeting friends and 

Continued on next page 

"The Colonel" Col. Billy Stevens, USA 
Ret'd won the 33rd Super Shoot. Here 
he poses with his trophies and Jackson 
and Ty. Ron Breedlove photo. 
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checking the vendors for any new 
products they might have brought. 
Each year we find a few things new and 
useful to the sport. 

The weather was coolish during 
most of the week and, each day when I 
was shooting, I would slip on my 
"Michigan" jacket. Its big pockets allow 
me to easily tote all sorts of equipment 
to the firing line. However, this is Ohio, 
home of Ohio State University and the 
Ohio State "Buckeyes". The University 
of Michigan "Wolverines" are the 
mortal enemy and several Ohio State 
athletic supporters let me know that the 
maize and blue jacket was not welcome 
in that part of Ohio. Hey, lighten up ... 
you won last fall. (For a change.) 

Saturday night finds Michigan's 
official Jackpine Savage delegation 
(Ron Breedlove, Joe Hynes and myself) 
at the "Fish Place" in North Lawrence, 
OH. The fish place specializes in good 
deep-fried fish and chicken and good 

Rhnfire 
Cartridge 

Gage 

This is a gage to measure 
consistency of rim thickness 
on .22 rimfire ammunition (a 
.22 rimfire rifle's headspace 
is determined by case rim 
thickness). The more consis
tent the rim thickness, the more 
consistent the ignition of the 
primer and the powder charge 
in the case. In other words, the firing pin 
will fall the same distance every time if 
the same rim thickness is used on every 
case being fired for a particular group. 
By sorting the shells into various groups 
by rim thickness, a reduction in group 
size of up to 25% can be realized in 
some IF NOT MOST rimfire rifles. This 
information about group reduction 
comes from the .22 rimfire benchrest 
participants who compete in the 
extremely difficult BR-50 matches. All of 
the top shooters sort their shells into 
groups by checking rims and weighing 
the unfired cartridges. 

BALD EAGLE 
Precision Machine Company 

1 01-A Allison St. 
Lock Haven, PA 17745 

TEL (570) 748-6772 
FAX (570) 748-4443 
Bill Gebhart, Owner 

sandwiches and wonderful creme pie 
and, most especially ... cholesterol. 

We are joined by Oakie Mike 
Ratigan, last year's Super Shoot 
winner. Mike was the number one 
qualifier for the U.S. Team which will 
compete at the World Tournament that 
will be held at Kelbly's Range this 
September. As I recall, Mike won the 
Two Gun at a World Tournament a few 
years back. 

As we eat, the conversation inevitably 
turns to benchrest. Mike states that few 
shooters have front and rear rests that are 
solid and which allow one's rifle to stay 
on target and always return to the target 
after the rifle is fired. He gets a certain 
amount of dissent, so after dinner, he 
takes us back to the range and shows us. 
Mike was right. His rest set-up makes it 
much easier to return to battery after a 
shot is fired. It 's our first day and we've 
already learned a valuable lesson. 

Early on I run into Brady Knight, 
maker of Knight's Bullets and PS 
advertiser. He wants to know if we will 
be making our normal wager. Of course 
we will. He wants to raise the stakes 
this year ... "ell no!", I say. 

The bets that Brady and I make are 
small and usually result in very little 
money changing hands. However, they 
almost always result in a dispropor
tionate amount of noise for so little 
money. 

Jim Kelbly who will modestly admit 
to being "The best damn rangemaster 
in the world". I agree with him. 
Breedlove photo. 
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Each day we get our equipment set 
up and practice. We wander the grounds 
and we spend long hours in bull sessions. 
We manage to hit the "Fish Place", the 
"Mexican Place" in Wadsworth and 
the "Chinese Place", also in Wadsworth 
where we are staying at the Legacy Inn. 

The Super Shoot is a good place to 
buy the supplies that we will need for 
the next year's shooting. A few of us get 
together and buy 30,000 primers from 
Wally Hart (Robert W. Hart & Son, PS 
advertisers). I find someone who has an 
eight pound jug of a favorite powder of 
mine, the old AA2015 which was made 
in Israel in 1990 and 1991. Yes, he will 
part with it for a reasonable price. 

Eventually Wednesday comes and, 
with it, the first day of competition. I've 
always regarded the Super Shoot as the 
one great spring coming-out party after 
the long Northern winter. However, on 
Wednesday morning the party is put on 
hold till shooting is over that afternoon. 
Make no mistake, this is the biggest 
match of the year and to win a Super 
Shoot is an achievement of a lifetime. 
Now is the time to get really serious. If 
your rifle isn't tuned ... too bad. 

First we have the opening cere
monies. George Kelbly Sr. welcomes us 
with his traditional "Welcome to sunny 
Ohier". 

Very un-traditionally, it isn't raining 
and there actually is some sunshine. We 

Mike Ratigan taught us a lot about 
bench set-up. Mike is both a former 
Super Shoot winner and a World 
Champion. Breedlove photo. 
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get to meet the foreign competitors 
and one delegate from outer space 
who happens to now live in California. 
Come on ... Is there NO law enforce
ment in California? What's this guy 
doing running around loose? The 
"Heartbreak Award" for the 2004 Super 
Shoot is awarded. Finally, fifty-two 
weeks after the last one, it's time to 
shoot. 

I'm on the first relay and, when I get 
to my bench, I find myself surrounded 
by sharks. Several of the competitors 
shooting near me will almost certainly 
be in contention when Saturday after
noon comes. On my immediate right 
is Jim Carmichel of Outdoor Life 
magazine. I've always thought of Mr. 
Carmichel as the one gun writer I know 
who shoots every bit as well with his 
rifle as he does with his typewriter. 
He's also a gentleman competitor and 
fun to shoot with. 

This day I am shooting my Scott
Seaville "Snake" gun. This rifle has 
been very accurate since day one. It 
is chambered for the .22 PPC, .100" 
short. I use Bart's .22 bullets (I moly 
coat them.) and Scottish-made 322 
powder. The rifle wears a brand new 
Leupold 45X Competition Series 
scope. This spring I installed a tuner 
made by Dwight Scott on its Douglas 
barrel. The combination had been 
extremely accurate in practice. 

In contrast to last year, I shot poorly 
that first day. The conditions were too 
windy, too switchy ... just too difficult 
for my feeble shooting abilities. When 
it was over I went into the lunchroom 
and had a piece of Karen Kelbly's 
wonderful pecan pie to help steady 
my frazzled nerves. Since I now owed 
Brady Knight some money, I decided to 
try to avoid him for a while. 

This is how the good shooters 
finished ... 

100 YD. 10-1/2 LB. CLASS 
1. John Brown Jr. 
2. Bill Goad 
3. Billy Stevens 
4. Larry Kopper 
5. Larry Costa 

The following day, Thursday, would 
be 13-1/2lb. Class, 100 yds. Before the 
competition that morning I called Her 
Loveliness, Mrs. Wright... 

"No, my love, I didn't shoot very 
well yesterday." 

"Waddaya mean? Nothing new 
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about that?" 
"No dear, I haven 't been wearing 

my lunch on my shirt front. I've been 
very careful." 

"Now Glorya ... You stay outa the 
Porsche. You know how the cops follow 
you around when you 're driving it." 

"Yes dear, I've been zipped up every 
day. I double-check before I leave the 
motel every morning." 

"No, my love ... that isn't the worse 
thing that happened." 

"What was? Oh, when I got out of 
the shower yesterday, I had to cough 
really hard and my uppers flew right 
into the john. You KNOW how I really 
HATE it when that happens." 

"Bye. I love you too." 
(It seems that Mrs. Wright thinks 

I'm getting old and senile.) 
Thursday morning the winds 

seemed more gentle and I thought I 
might have a better chance to shoot 
well. As planned, I was shooting my 
Kelbly rifle based on a Grizzly II 
action. It is also chambered for a .22 

Continued on next page 

The Boss. Dr. Richard Maretzo is president of Precision Shooting, Inc. He is 
also a "Hall of Fame" member and former "Shooter of the Year". Breedlove 
photo. 

Your SHOOTING CHRONY®, the greatest Bang for your Buck! 
For precise ammo velocity measurement. 
For Rifles, Handguns, Archery, 
Shotguns, Airguns and Paintballs. 
Choose 10 Models from $89.95 to 
$205.95; We accept Trade-ins: 
Have a look at our Shooting Chrony 

Ballistics Program II on our Web Page: 

http:/ /www.shootingchrony.com 

If it doesn 't unfbld. 
it's not c7"Clm;m·. 

Ask your Dealer or ca111-800-385-3161 
SHOOTING CHRONY® INC. 
3840 E. Robinson Rd., PMB#298 
Amherst, NY 14228 

Shown: Master Chrony · with Ball istic Printer ·e-mail: chrony@shootingchrony.com 
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Short and uses the same load as the 
other rifle . It wears an older Leupold 
45X that has worked extremely well 
since the factory worked on it last 
year. 

The Kelbly rifle came with an excel
lent Kreiger barrel (.22, 1 in 14" twist) 
which shot very well one day at last 
year 's Super Shoot. I had saved that 
barrel and now I used it again. 

My Warm-Up group that morning 
was a .262", not too wonderful but 
nothing to get paranoid about. The day 
I had shot well last year I had shot a 
two-sixty-something for the Warm-Up. 
I hope that is a good sign. 

My first record group was a little 
. 131" and when I finished Jim Carmichel 
turned and said "Good group, Dick." 

Tony Boyer, shooting just to my left, 
walked by and said, "Good one." 

I kinda glowed. 
The .131" group put me in a (very 

fully Hdjustable 
(6oz- 2 lf2lbs) 

• Two-Stage design for total reliability 

• 50% lighter hammer for significantly 
faster lock time 

• Trigger adjusts for length of pull, cant, 
and ouer-trauel 

• Extended magazine release 

• Hutomatic bolt release 

• 6061-T6 Billet trigger housing 

temporary) third place for the day. I had 
a piece of pie to celebrate. 

My second group was difficult. I 
missed a major pick-up and my first 
shot went 2-1/2 rings to the left. (Thank 
Gawd, it was the first shot.) I went 
chasing and managed to end up with a 
.246". Considering what it could have 
been, I was happy. It only dropped me to 
eighth place for the agg. and I consid
ered myself to be very lucky. 

My third record group was .226" and 
it dropped me to eleventh place, still in 
the Top Twenty, and I was still happy. 

The first four shots of my fourth 
group were in a small round hole. 
Alas , the fifth shot leaked out and added 
a complete bullet hole for a .339". 
However, conditions had picked up and 
it seemed that everybody was shooting 
bigger and I didn ' t lose too many places. 
I went to the line for the final group in 
20th place . 

When I shot my fifth group, again the 
first four shots are small. (I measure that 
four- shot group to be .150") Now, I am 
excited. I have a good chance to make a 
Top Twenty at the Super Shoot for only 

Straight Trigger 
$16.95 
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the third time in fifteen years. Besides 
that, Brady and I will be even. 

I hurry the fifth shot and get just what 
I deserve .. . it goes slightly more than a 
bullet hole left for a .395" and 43th place 
in the agg. I spend the last two minutes 
of the record firing watching a condition 
that would have easily let me put that 
last shot into the group. Rats! 

I snarf a fine piece of sour-cream 
raisin pie to help me get over the disap
pointment. 

100 YDS. 13-1/2 LB . CLASS 
1. Joe Krupa 
2. Lee Euber 
3. Allen Arnette 
4. Mario Sanchez 
5. Billy Stevens 

I note that Col. Billy Stevens USA 
Ret'd has made it into the Top-Five 
both days so far. Could it be? 

"The Colonel", as he is universally 
known, is a retired Apache pilot and 
squadron commander who now lives 
outside Ft. Rucker in Alabama and 
who has become noted as a very, very 
good benchrest gunsmith. Find his ad 

Bolt Buffer 
$5.95 
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(Stevens Accuracy) in all PS issues. 
When The Colonel and his partner, 

Lt. Col. Bart Sauter USA Ret' d, (Bart's 
Bullets, PS advertiser) show up at a 
benchrest match, it is seldom good 
news for the other competitors. And 
woe be unto the simple and innocent 
soul who might be seduced into making 
a bet on shooting with either one of 
these characters. 

Both colonels were shooting Sightron 
36X scopes with a modification to the 
adjustment mechanism. 

The last couple of years there has 
been a lot of controversy amongst 
benchrest shooters and on the internet 
(www.benchrest.com) regarding all our 
scopes and their ability to hold point of 
impact (P.O.I.) . I think there are several 
reasons for this. First, our rifles are now 
so accurate, the best guns will average 
around 1!1 0" groups, that there is 
absolutely no margin for error in a 
scope. A 1/10" shift in P.O.I. will be 
obvious in a good rifle. This much error 
is undetectable in a deer rifle and hard 
to find in a good varmint rifle. 

Secondly, engineering a scope that 
will not shift P.O.I. is extremely diffi
cult. There are several moving parts 
inside any scope which is adjustable 
for P.O.I. These parts move when the 
gun is fired and must return to exactly 
the same place as they were before it 
was fired or the P.O.I. will shift. Gen
tle reader, this ain't easy. A 1/10,000" 
movement inside the scope can become 
1/10" or more on a 100 yd. target. 

In years past, when rifles were less 
accurate than they are now, this problem 
went undetected. Not so today. Now 
"scope checkers" have become a popular 
item in many benchrest shooters' equip
ment. A scope which is trusted not to 
change P.O.I. is a treasure to be kept and 
cherished. 

The modification on the Sightron 
scope is recently becoming a popular 
solution to the problem. A gunsmith 
simply drills and taps a couple of small 
holes in the scope one hundred and 
eighty degrees from the adjustment 
knobs. He then inserts a small Allen 
screw made of nylon or similar material 
into each hole. 

The method of using the modifica
tion is simple .. . One loosens the nylon 
screws and sights in the rifle. Then one 
simply turns the screw into the hole 
until it is finger-tight. Care needs to be 
exercised at this point. No over-tight-

ening or bad things will happen. 
Anyway, both colonels have told 

me that, after extensive testing on 
their part, they feel a Sightron with 
the modification above is probably the 
most reliable set-up currently available. 
I personally own two of the modified 
Sightrons and have found them very 
good indeed. 

By the same token, both my 
Leupold 45's have worked perfectly all 
season and I really love that forty-five 
power magnification. 
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Sightron scopes that come with this 
modification are available from Hoehn 
Sales, Inc. (PS advertiser) . 

Friday at the Super Shoot, we shoot 
at 200 yards with 13-1/2 lb. guns. This 
year I wanted to try something different. 
I have an old sleeved Remington HV 
bench gun which is chambered for a 
30BR. Dwight Scott had chambered the 
Broughton barrel for me a year ago and 
last season I managed to learn to load 

Continued on next page 

Brady Knight finally tracked me down and made me pay up. He beat me pretty 
good this year. Breedlove photo. 
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for and shoot the funny looking little 
cartridge. This spring I had installed my 
Scott tuner and the barrel had really 
come to life. My first time out I shot 
249-21 X's with it in a score match. 
(For non-score shooters ... 21 X's is very 

good, 249 is horrid.) 
It seems the 30BR has attracted 

some real true believers. Given all the 
rave reviews, especially on the internet, 
I wanted to shoot it at 200 yds. and see 
for myself. The 112 grain BIB bullets 
(PS advertiser). I use have only around 
2900 fps velocity. Can it possibly have 
the same or less wind drift than my 
.22's which travel at 3500? What about 
the drop? 

Skip Otto, long time competitor and certified "benchrest character". Skip has 
invented quite a few useful benchrest widgets, most of which can be bought at 
Sinclair International. Breedlove photo. 
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When I sat down to shoot the Warm
Up match my rifle was still sighted
in for 100 yds. I focused the scope for 
200 and took my standard four clicks 
up. The scope on this rifle is an older 
Leupold scope which has 1/4 minute 
clicks. 

My first shot hit the moth ball on the 
200 yd. target just as my .22's would 
do. So much for drop. 

There was plenty of breeze to check 
the actual wind drift that morning. 
How- ever, I only rarely get to shoot 
200 yds. and I'm not very good at it. 
The Warm-Up and first two groups only 
proved my ineptitude at 200. 
Interestingly, each of the last three 
groups that day were four-and-one's 
with four of the shots on each target in a 
small clump. The little rifle seemed to 
want to shoot. (It also seemed to want 
another 200 yd. shooter.) Three times in 
a row I made a mistake and opened the 
group up considerably. Nitwit! 

I measure the three four-shot groups 
at .482", .354" and .328". These would 
have been very competitive groups had 
I remembered to put the fifth shot into 
the hole each time. 

I personally can't tell any difference 
in the wind drift of the 30BR versus a 
6PPC or my .22 short. I have found the 
30BR cartridge to be extremely accurate 
and as easy to tune as anything I have 
ever shot. Ballistically, it seems the equal 
of either a 6PPC or a .22 short PPC. 
Recoil is a little heavier than a .22 or a 
6mm but absolutely no problem for a 
person like myself who holds his rifle 
rather than shooting free-recoil. 

200 YDS. 13-1/2 LB. CLASS 
1. Joe Krupa 
2. Mario Sanchez 
3. Tony Boyer 
4. Bob White 
5. Gregg Wilkes 

Checking the score sheet, I find Col. 
Billy Stevens in 121h place in the agg. Is 
it possible? 

I also noted that Brady Knight beat 
me again. Now I owe him for three 
days out of three. Not good. 

We had been very lucky during the 
first three days of the Super Shoot with 
no rain and comfortable temperatures. 
On Saturday, the last day, when we shot 
10-1/2 lb. guns at 200 yds. our luck 
changed. 

When we shot the fifth match that 
day, the first relay took the benches just 
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as a major storm hit the range. High 
winds blew rain horizontally from left 
to right. The range master, Jim Kelbly, 
mercifully stalled as much as he legally 
could but, eventually, had to start the 
match. There is a rule in benchrest that, 
if you can see the target, you shoot the 
match. 

At the "Commence Fire" command 
the wind seemed to be slacking off 
just a little bit and I wrapped a towel 
around the end of my barrel and 
waited ... and waited ... and waited. 
Finally, with a minute-and-a-half to go, 
I took off the towel and fired a sighter 
shot. 

The rifle was sighted-in to hit the 
mothball. Given the high velocity left
to-right wind I held on the far left edge 
of the sighter rings and let the shot go. 
It impacted an inch to the right of the 
mothball. That amounts to a good four 
inches of wind drift. I quickly held the 
same place on the record target and 
shot five shots as fast as I could and 
then re-covered the barrel. The results 
were a 1.2" group spread horizontally 
across the right side of the target. 

As we left the benches the winds 
started to slow down and the subse
quent relays got a much better break. 

200 YDS. 10-1/2 LB. CLASS 
1. Mike Ratigan 
2. Ned Hosey 
3. Ken Hottenstein 
4. Smiley Hensley 
5. Frank Metz 

Of note: Col. Billy Stevens placed 
eighth in the agg. and would win the 
LV Grand. 

10-1/2 LB. CLASS 
1. Billy Stevens 
2. Mike Ratigan 
3. Bill Goad 
4. Smiley Hensley 
5. Wilbur Harris 

Interestingly, three of the Top Five 
shooters in the 13-1/2 lb. class were 
from Michigan. 

13-1/2 LB. CLASS 
1. Joe Krupa 
2. Mario Sanchez 
3. Tony Boyer 
4. Bob White 
5. Gregg Wilkes 

Continued on next page 

Richard Watson is a retired chief of police from Fayetteville, AR. He comes 
every year and shoots very well. Breedlove photo. 

Wessinger Custom Guns 
Live Varmint Rifles • Single Shot Rifles 

High Grade Hunting Rifles Built to Benchrest Standards 
Muzzle Brakes Custom Made -Actions Trued 

Match Grade Barrels - Bolts Sleeved 
Chambers for most standard, wildcat and 17 calibers 

268 Limestone Rd. • Chapin, SC 29036 
803-345-5677 • FAX 803-345-9845 

Call or write for descriptive brochure 

ANTDONY~S PRECISION RIFLES 
HIGH QUALITY RIFLE SMITHING 

Specializing in custom 

• Benchrest rifles 
• Varmint rifles 
• Remington 700 I XP lOO's 
• Pillar Bedding 

Call: Anthony Pettiti 
15539 Usher Street 

San Lorenzo, Ca 94580 
510-538-1288 (Mtemoon's are best) 
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The Col. placed 12th in the HV gun 
and now looked good for the biggie ... 
the Two-Gun Championship. 

TWO GUN CHAMPIONSHIP 
1. Billy Stevens - WINNER 
2. Smiley Hensley 
3. Stan Bowerman 
4. Wilbur Harris 
5. Gregg Wilkes 
6. Joe Krupa 
7. Ron Hoehn 
8. Lester Bruno 
9. Bob White 
10. Mario Sanchez 
11. Tony Boyer 
12. Lee Euber 
13. David Reynolds 
14. Darrel Loke 
15. Ken Hottenstein 
16T Dave Dowd 
16T Mike Ratigan 
18. Bill Goad 
19. Ned Hosey 
20. Bill Forrester 

By the time the award ceremony 
was over, it was evening in Ohio. We 
hung around the range for a while. 
Then, one last time, about twenty of us 
went to "The Fish Place" in North 
Lawrence. Col. Stevens was there and 
it turned out to be a fine victory 
celebration. (As a PS product reviewer, 
I feel compelled to mention the high 
quality of the margaritas at The Fish 
Place.) 

Next morning we were up and on 
the road early. I arrived home just in 
time to see the start of the Indy 500 and 
nearly witness a victory by a 5' tall, 100 
lb. girl. Danica Patrick had been fastest 
all month and led most of the last 
fifteen laps till she ran low on fuel and 
had to lean-out her mixture. Think of 
the barriers that would have broken had 
she managed to win. 

Dick Wright 
Staff Writer 

MODIFIED SIGHTRON SCOPES 
Hoehn Sales, Inc. 
2045 Kohn Rd. 
Wright City, MO 63390 
Ph: 636-745-8144 
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This is typical of my last three 200 yd. HV groups with my 30BR. The little gun 
really wanted to shoot well. I measure the four shots at .328". This rifle needs a 
better shooter. 

My 30BR HV rifle. It is built on a sleeved Rem. action and uses 112 gr. 
BIB bullets and VV130 powder. 
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